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THE POINTER
Editorial
Editor-In-Chief

Sunday. October 23

........................................ Samantha Bradley

A student from UWSP called
to inform that she was involved in a
hit-and-run in Oshkosh.

.............................................. Will Rossmiller

A staff member called about a
complain of marijuana.

Monday. October 24

Managing Editor
News Editor

............................................... Alexa Dickson
Environment Editor

..................................... Genevieve Adamski
Sports Editor

The mother of a student reported concern over her daughter after
breaking up with a now ex-boyfriend.

.............................................. Austin Krueger
Arts & Entertainment Editor

................................................... Lhea Owens
An individual was escorted into
the TNR after hours to finish work
for a class.

Tuesday. October 25
The emergency phone in the
CPS was activated by what sounded
like a child.
A report from a staff member
alerted Protective Services of a person yelling at pedestrians outside
the HEC.

Online Editor

•

.....................................Anna Schuttenhelm
Reporters

............................................... Caroline Chalk
................................................. Kaitlyn Wanta
................................................ Riddhi Gandhi
.............................................. Samantha Stein
..................................... Kathryn Wisniewski
..................................... Sydney DenHartigh
.................................................... Mary Knight
Multimedia Reporter

....................................................... Shay Spatz

Wednesday. October 26
Photography and Design
Facility Services pulled all
smoke detectors in the Laird Room
because of the Earth Jam concert
that night.

Boak Retires from UWSP Golf

A man cilled in about a car
hl·ing hrokl·n into in Lot R.

Thursday. October 27
SYDNEY DENHARTIGH
REPORTER

sdenh7o2@uwsp.edu

Senior golfer, Tiffany Boak,
has completed her last season
playing golf for the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.
The Health Care Administration major has been playing
golf for nearly eight years.
"I tried out for my high
school cheerleading team and I
didn't make it. I wanted to be
involved and my dad played
golf," Boak said. The choice of
playing golf was nearly fate.
Through this time, Boak
has been able to reflect on her
growth as a player. "My game

Tiffany Boak playing at the Mad Dawg invite her
sophomore year. Photo by Jack McLaughlin.

has stayed consistent, but I have
grown more as a person. I have
shown leadership in my role as
a captain," Boak said. "Interacting with people you don't always get along with helps you
grow."
Head coach Rory Sumoi commented on Boak's competitve
mentality with the team."She's a
great competitor and role model
for the team. When we started,
we didn't have a full team. She
was the rock," said Sumoi. "It'll
be like missing another daughter."
"She taught me how to have
fun on the course. She taught
me how to 'dance it out'," said
sophomore, pre-physical therapy major, Jacqueline Halverson,
"She's like my older sister. The
leadership is always there-- on
and off the course."
The Marian Invite was the
last conference meet where the
team showed their support for
the first place captain by spraying silly string and party poppers on the 18th hole.
As for the future, golf is going to be, "just for fun! Going
pro may be too stressful," Boak
said.
After graduation, "golfing
on a team and not having adult
responsibilities will by far, be
something I miss," said Boak.
"I plan to stay in Stevens
Point for a few years and work
with public health and then receiving my master's degree to
work with community outreach

Photo Editor

......................................... Kylie Bridenhagen
Layout Editors

........................................ McKenzie Noltner
...................................... Nomin Erdenebileg
......................................................Jake Powell
Business
Business Manager

A staff member called in to
report a man laying under a tree
by the LRC who looked in "bad
shape".

..................................... Hayden Fredriksen
Advisor

......................................................... Steve Hill

A marijuana smell ,,as called in
from Pra, Sims.

Friday. October 28
The dean of students called to
report a student reportedly being
hit by a vehicle the day prior.
A black ford truck with confederate and American flags was
observed drh·ing around campus in
circles.

Saturday. October 29
A call from a student reported
a theft from her vehicle in Lot P.
I ntoxicatcd males \\ ere q ucstioncd on the sidewalk between the
Scil·nce Building and the CPS.

programs," Boak said.
The last championship Boak
play_ed produced a 3-day total
score of 265, making Boak tied at
23rd place. Boak scored a team
low of 83 at the WIAC Championship.
"She is an assassin on the
golf course," said Suomi, reflecting on his three years coaching
Tiffany Boak.

Editorial Policies
The Pointer is a student-run
newspaper published weekly
for the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point. The Pointer staff is
solely responsible for content and
editorial policy.
No article is available for
inspection prior to publication.
No article is available for further
publication without expressed
written permission of The Pointer
staff.
The Pointer is
printed
Wednesdays during the academic
year with a circulation of 3,000
copies. The paper is free to all
tuition-paying students. Nonstudent subscription price is $10
per academic year.
Letters to the editor can be
mailed or delivered to The Pointer,
104 CAC, University of Wisconsin
- Stevens Point; Stevens Point, WI
54481, or sent by e-mail to pointer@
uwsp.edu. We reserve the right to
deny publication of any letter for
any reason. We also reserve the
right to edit letters for inappropriate
length or content. Names will be
withheld from publication only if
an appropriate reason is given.
Letters to the editor and all
other material submitted to The
Pointer becomes the property of The
Pointer.
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A Look Into Sports
POINTER MEN'S HOCKEY OFF TO HOT
START

AUSTIN KRUEGER
SPORTS EDITOR
austin .krueger@uwsp.edu

FOOTBALL VICTORIOUS IN COMEBACK EFFORT
Rallying from a halftime deficit,
the UWSP football team spoiled UWLa Crosse' s homecoming game by
earning a 38-22 victory over the Eagles
on Saturday.
After trailing 14-10 going into the
third quarter, the Pointers went off for
28 second half points while only allowing one touchdown in that time.
The Eagles have been known
for their pass defense all season, but
UWSP senior quarterback Kyle Larson
was not threatened as he threw for 387
passing yards and five touchdowns.
His longest connection of the day
went to junior wide receiver Jerry Williams for an 82-yard touchdown. The

Pointers now have seven different occasions on the season where they have
scored on a play of 50 yards or more.
Sophomore Steve Herra and Williams both recorded over 100 receiving
yards for the Pointers, accounting for
three touchdowns as well. Senior Jared
Pankow added 93 receiving yards of ·
his own to put him over 600 yards on
the season.
The Pointers defensive effort was
highlighted by six players posting six
or more tackles and junior Levi Singler
with a team leading 2.5 tackles for loss.
The team will now return to Goerke Park on Nov. 5 for senior night
against UW-Stout.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY COMES OUT SHOOTING
The UW-Stevens Point women's
hockey team fell in its season opener
to St. Olaf 2-0 on Oct. 28.
The Pointers out-shot the Oles
28-18 but could not find the net for
any of their attempts.
The Oles got on the scoreboard
in the second period and added their
second goal of the game on an empty
net in the third period.
The Pointers offense propelled
the team to a 5-2 victory in their
rematch with St. Olaf and second
match of the season on Saturday.
UWSP was able to take advantage of its 26 shots on goal and score
in each period of the game.
Sophomore Cara Lemirande

started the scoring on a power play
opportunity in the first period.
Freshman Allison .Kamnann
and Maddie Monroe netted their
first collegiate goals in the second
period ti> put the Poinb!rs ahead 3-0.
After allowing an Ole score, junior Ellie Punnett scored unassisted
on the Pointers second power play
chance.
Senior Meredith Ingbretson
closed the door on the Oles after
scoring the final goal of the night
with under two minutes left to play.
UWSP will look to stay hot in a
two game series against Concordia
on Nov. 4 and 5.
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Tennis Players Reflect on the Past and Look Ahead to the Future
CAROLINE CH ALK
REPORTER
cchal845@uwsp.edu

Tennis
players
Frances
Weiss and Katelyn Asfeld finished their final season and reflected on the experiences they
have had playing at the collegiate level.
Weiss, senior elementary education major, has played for
the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point tennis team for two
seasons. Other players considered her to be the "mom" of the
team.
Weiss felt that this season she
played her best and described
playing in the conference tournament to be one of her most
memorable experiences.
"The conference tournament
is the last time that you play
competitively for the team, so I
feel that kind of sums up your
whole career," Weiss said.
With graduation approaching, Weiss continues to work
hard in hopes of becoming a
middle school math teacher.
She admits that she still wants
to play tennis with friends, but
does not know if she will enter
in any tournaments.
Asfeld, senior pre-occupational therapy major, has been
on UWSP' s tennis team for four
seasons. Asfeld described her

career highlight as placing third
last season in conference for No.
1 singles.

This season Asfeld got the
opportunity to compete against
her sister who is a freshman at
UW-River Falls.
"It was the match to watch,
so many people came to watch
us play. f was cheering for her
in the back of my head a lot. It's
hard because you want to play
well yourself, but at the same
time you want your sibling to
.play better too," Asfeld said.
Asfeld admitted she went .
against her sister twice this season and lost to her both times,
but the losses did not affect their
relationship.
Asfeld will be at UWSP in
the fall of 2017 and is hoping to
help coach the team. She is excited about coaching but is disappointed that she will not be
eligible to play in the fall.
Mark Medow, head coach of
the women's tennis team, felt
Weiss and Asfeld showed a lot
of maturity throughout this past
season.
Medow views Asfeld as being an intense competitor with
a positive attitude and Weiss as
a scholar-athlete with good organizational skills. According
to Medow both athletes rarely
showed negativity, even when
Asfeld lost to her sister.
"They cared about the team.
They were more focused on
team results than individual results. What any coach looks for
is that everybody is dedicated to
the results and the team itself,"
Medow said.

Senior Katelyn Asfeld's career highlight as a Pointer was placing third at the conference championships in
No. I singles as a junior. Photo by Kylie Bridenhagen.
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Redefining American Politics: The Election of 2016
MARY KNIGHT
REPORTER
mknig512@uwsp.edu

Political campaigns in the
United States have always been
bitterly fought, but scandals
from both Trump and Clinton
are taking this historical trend
to a whole new level.
On Oct. 7, the Washington
Post obtained and released a
2005 video of Republican nominee Donald Trump bragging in
sexually graphic term s of how
his celebrity status allows him
to h arass and grope w omen.
Ti:ump received a firestorm
of criticism after the video's r elease from not only voters and
Democrats but many Republicans including Florida Gov ernor Jeb Bush, 2012 presidential
nominee Mitt Romney and current Speaker of the House Paul
Ryan .
Many election polls ·such as
CNN and MSNBC showed significant drops in support for
Trump after the video footage
of him surfaced.
"There is a base of support
that he h as that didn' t shift,
but there is a shift that did occur - this is especially among
w omen and independents," said
Edw ard Miller, political science
p rofessor .
Miller believ es personal
scandals like this w ill definite1y impact the American people
w hen they cast their votes in the
upcoming weeks.
Many different factors play
into how a person decides to

vote in an election, such as party
identification and political ideology. However, in .t his election
candidate behavior and trustworthiness will play a much
bigger role, said Saemyi Park,
assistant professor of political
science.
Democratic
presidential
nominee Hillary Clinton h~s
not been immune to media and
voter criticism, especially in
the con troversy over the way
she handled leaked emails containing classified information
during her time as secretary of
state.
Although the Federal Bureau
of Investigation has not charged
Clinton with any wrongdoing,
many voters still question the
level of trust and honesty she
would bring to the country's
highest political office.
"In general, I think the email
issue goes along with a feeling
that people do not trust her ...
but, however, if you look at the
recent polls we find that trust in
her has actually gone up," Miller said.
Scandals aside, both Miller
and Park agree the level of aggressive discourse of the 2016
presidential campaign has not
been seen before.
The blunt dialogue of this
election is appealing to some
voters who were tired of politicians sounding rehearsed and
emotionless. However, using
emotionally charged language
is not necessarily the most ethical way to speak to your voters,
said Park.

"Being
p olitically
blunt
could be okay if it is based on
fact or if it is about laying out
your plans, but if it is more
about attacking groups, that can
be somewhat worrisome," Park
said.
This is "the only election in
history where a major political party candidate has had no
previous career or experience
in politics. Some Americans are
supportive of this because of
their frustration with seeing the
same politicians always running
for office.
Not only are the presidential
nominees themselves unique,
but social media platforms such
as Facebook and Twitter have
played significant roles in this
election. Dialogue and comments from voters have become
the basis for new stories, which
was not common in previous
elections.
"We see not only the candidates attacking each other, but
then people attacking the other
supporters, mainstream folks

attacking th e other candidate
on social media and th en that is
gettin g picked up by the news
channels," said Tom Salek, assistant professor of communication.
Because there is no face
threat when communicating via
social media, the public can be
much more aggressive in their
dialogue towards the candidates
and their supporters.
As always, it is still incredibly important to cast you r vote
and focu s not only on the presidential campaigns but state and
local elections as well.
Americans place a high level
of importance on the president
election. However, politicians
who can also make big impacts
on our lives are those living in
our towns and cities, says Salek.
"Don't think about, 'I need to
vote because I'm voting against
somebody.' Think about 'I'm
going to vote for me,' because
that is really what we should
be doing when we vote," Salek
said.
·

Photo courtesy of ksnt.com

Generations Battle In ·voter Participation?
KAITLYN WANTA
REPORTER
kwant593@uwsp.edu

The legislative affairs
committee sponsored voter
registration around campus
and registered over 1000 students. Most of the volunteers
were from the retired demographic and passionate about
helping students register to
vote.
The older generation has
a history of higher voter attendance than the younger
generation as seen in the 2008
election where seventy percent of voters sixty and older
voted compared to fifty percent of voters 18-29.
The older generation has
been involved with poli_tical
issues for a longer period of
time and are more likely to
have a personal connection
with someone who fought for

their rights. John Noel, a 1970
graduate from the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point,
explained that his brother
was a war veteran in the Vietnam . War who almost gave
his life.
"It's important for all of us
to respect that value and put
our opinion in who should be
running our country," Noel
said.
The younger generation
might not have a similar connection to their country, but
they still have strong passions
and beliefs about who should
be running our country.
Joe Paoletti, senior natural
resource major and director
of legislative affairs, believes
the biggest issue is that the
younger generation voters
who vote and their candidate
loses, they think tne system is
broken or that their opinion
was never truly heard.

"Young people do have a
more liberal outlook on the
future. Older generations are
set in their ways and have a
tendency to vote for something that is familiar," Paoletti said.
Most college students are
simply confused about who
to vote for this year. Tyler
Langreck, junior undeclared
major, is not even sure he
will vote for the current candidates running at this point.
"If people channel the
Bernie fever now, we won't
get the third party this year
but down the road we can
start building momentum,"
Langreck said. "It might be
depressing now, but I think
it's good that we're into politics now and it's good that we
want to see the type of radical
change now that we have."
Baby-boomers currently
outweigh millennials in num-

bers, but the younger generation plays a crucial role in the
election because they contribute to who will run our country.
"I think the millennials
are a strong part of the voter
population," Noel said. "That
is why they should take their
responsibility and go out to
vote."
The younger generation
possesses a critical role in
politics now which will continue to grow as they replace
the older generation.
"It might take a super long
time to get there but at some
point we are going to be the
ones old enough to be in congress so eventually the old
way is literally going to die
out, so keep fighting the good
fight," Langreck said.
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Everything On Your Ballot That Isn't Trump or Clinton
WESLEY HORTENBACH
REPORTER

US Senator for WI: Feingold vs Johnson

wesley.s.hortenbach@uwsp.edu

WI State Senate 24th District: Lassa vs Testin

Portage County Referendum

Not sure which candidate's
views align with your own?
~ant to know how your political stances compare to people
across the country?
Take the quick quiz on
lsidewith.com to see how each
presidential candidate matches up with you on important is-

sues like gun control, abortion
and the economy.
lsidewith.com does not
support any political party.
The goal of the website is to
educate voters on the issues
and help the public get a better understanding of what candidate's positions are.

lsidewith.com
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Editorial: Feel Like Fighting?
birthday, I became terribly sick- the
type of sick where you lock yourself in your room and do nothing
sbrad414@uwsp.edu
but sleep for days.
COMMENTARY
I had no option but to leave the
entire paper staff to fend for themDo you know how hard it is to selves with minimal direction. Let's
find a picture of Clinton and Trump be honest, I was terrified.
where they are not fighting?
How would the paper look
Seriously? This is how our na- if I wasn't there to work with my
tion is depicted throughout the designers? What errors would be
world, with political leaders that printed if I wasn't there to make the
fight over surface level issues in- final edits alongside my fellow edistead of focusing on the big picture? tors?
The big picture is that we need
All year I had been preaching
to focus on the country as a collabo- teamwork, but when it came down
rative in order to reach success, not to me not being there to head my
petty arguments of the individuals · team, I was fearful that they would
who are running it.
not be able to pull it off without me.
Two weeks ago, I had a harsh
You know the saying that has
dose of the big picture. After bust- been drilled into us since we were
ing my butt home for my sister's kids, "there is no 'I' in 'team?"'
SAMANTHA BRADLEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Anyone who has ever been the
leader of a group will have varying
opinions on that.
Within a group of people, you
never know who is going to have
a bad day, who just isn't going to
care and who is only a team player
at face value.
Never knowing who you can
absolutely depend on, and being
able to overcome those moments
of weakness, is something that has
been drilled into my mind within
the last few years. It is something
that I am still learning to accept, especially when it comes to our political leaders.
Regardless, while I was busy
freaking out about whether the paper would go up in flames, I should
have had more faith in my organization. I should have known that
I could count on the reople that I
have been pouring al of my time
into and who care just as much
about the Pointer as I do.

The success of one group does
not rely on the person in power.
The leader's opinion holds sway
but the entire outcome of the group
depends on all those involved.
When thinking about who you >
are going to vote for, yes it is alright to acknowledge that you have
no faith in who is running, because
quite frankly both candidates are
lacking character. However, please
remember that your vote is still important.
Make an informed decision
for yourself and go for it. And if
you feel as though you don't haveenough faith in our country's leaders, remember that it is all of us
who make up our nation.
Together we decide how we are
perceived throughout the world
and what direction our future will
take. No one person can dictate
that, no matter what they claim, or
how hard they fight.

Clinton vs.

Trump
ALEXA DICKSON
NEWS EDITOR
Alexa.S.Dickson@uwsp.edu

Clinton

Photo courtesy of www.economist.com.

Trum.p

··-vvants to increase federal taxes on the wealthy to expand domestic
~p~ograms
~i,l'ninks the federal minimum wage should be increased

On The
Economy

-Thinks states should endorse minimum wage increases
-Wants to cut taxes

~]Ueves public colleges and universities should be tuition-free

On
Education

-Believes students should pay for colleges ana univers1t1es

1;..Does not endorse raids to enforce immigration laws
-Believes undocumented immigrants may become legal residents
,,-Wants to allow refugees into the country
·-~elieves more gun control laws should be enacted

On
Immigration

On Gun Control

-Endorses raids to enforce immigration laws
-Wants to keep immigrants from becorn1nz legal residents and
endorses a wall built between Mexico ana the United States
-Wants to ban refugees from entering the country
-Believes in protection of gun rights

.-Y\fants to offer Planned Parenthood federal funding
,-Pro-choice

On .Abortion

-Does not suppo1·t pro-choice
-Does not want to offer Planned Parenth·:::>od federal funding if 1t offers abortions

.-Approves of the U.S. Supreme court decision to legalize same-sex
•marriage

On Marriage
Equality

-Does not approve of the U.S. Supreme court decision to
legalize same-sex marriage

~ El'ldorses and wishes to expand the Obamacare Affordable Care Act

On Healthcare

Wishes to replace the Obamacare Affordable Care Act

'rt!~
~~'

.'

·~

L Endorses fracl<ing
'·'-Endorses Paris climate change agreement
.,Acknowledges human activity as primarily responsible for global cli'q1ate change
~Wants to transition to renewable energy

··.-Believes mariiuana should be a medical option
'•

~~., .,

.

:,C}~;,tfeves Genetically Modified Foods should have mandatory labeling

~1$;· ~
_:Supports 1;westigat1ons into local police

On The
Environment

On
Marijuana
On
Genetically
Modified Foods
On
Police
Oversight

-Endo1·ses fracking
-Would not affiliate with Pans climate change agreement
-Does not acknowledge human activity as primarily responsible for
global climate change
-Does not want to transition towards renewable energy

-Believes marijuana should be a rned1ca opt1o!l

-Does not believe Genetically Modified Foods should have mandatory
labeling
-Does not support 1nvest1gat1ons into ·cc:al pcl1ce
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Influence of Presidential Candidates Reaches Past Adult Voters
Photo courtesy of cnn.com.

rooms," said John Blakeman, chair ton are the exceptions, taking this are using more extensive character
of the Political Science Department. election to a new stage of unprofes- assassinations including illegal and
unethical activities they both com"That's alarming because it means sional conduct.
aret1:489@uwsp.edu
Clinton and Trump's use of so- mitted and hid.
that kids are being exposed to a real
As kids are watching, so is the
nasty side of American political cial media to trash each other is not
Hillary Clinton and Donald
only unprofessional but also tells rest of the world.
campaigns."
.
Trump make headlines every day,
"The U.S. has emerged as the
This election is not like those kids that this is the way politics are
but something not being reported is of the past because candidates are run.
lone global superpower," Blakethe messages the presidential can- talking about very adult issues in a
Policy debate cannot be boiled man said. "So the rest of world is
didates send to the younger generdown to 140 characters for a Twitter much more interested in what happublic way.
ation.
Besides the content they are post. There is no meaningful policy pens domestically here because it
Kids are hearing and interpret- discussing, Trump and Clinton at- debate via Facebook posts either.
can potentially affect them."
ing what's happening in the elec- tack each other relentlessly, either
U.S. elections have been folThere is no doubt that social
tion. Worst of all, they are repeat- in person or through social media media is a good tool to use within lowed closely throughout the world
·ng it.
politics, but not in the way the Clin- for years because of the U.S.'s staplatforms.
Many voters find themselves
tus as a superpower. The world is
Kids are watching the way the ton and Trump use it.
confused over voting for Trump
"Younger voters probably re- watching closely as the two main
candidates act and talk and interor Clinton because both have negpret this as an acceptable way to spond more to social media than presidential candidates take to
ative qualities as politicians. BeTwitter to shame each other and
anything else," Blakeman said.
treat others .
sides voting on their direct policies
Blakeman said that using so- spread rumors.
"The
coarsening
of
politics
that
and platforms, voters should think we see at the national level between cial media so heavily to communiBefore voting this November,
about what each candidate's impact
adults - we really don't want to see cate and with such harsh discourse consider how the candidates act
would be on children of today.
that down in elementary schools," shuts off the idea of well informed, and ask yourself if that is the kind
"Clearly whatever Trump is
Blakeman said.
reasoned and extensive policy de- of leadership you want representsaying and whatever Clinton is
Presidential candidates often bate.
ing this country. Keep in mind
saying is having some kind of an
The youth of America are watch- what messages the candidates are
accuse each other of horrendous
impact because it's being repeatthings while remaining respectful ing as Clinton and Trump focus the sending to children, because they
-... ed in elementary school classand professional. Trump and Clin- final days of their campaigns. They are the future.
ANYON RETTINGER
REPORTER

LCV Offers Resources for Environmentalists During Election
GENEVIEVE ADAMSKI
ENVIRONMENT EDITOR
gadam59o@uwsp.edu

The League of Conservation
Voters is a nationwide organization
that works to combine environmental values with politics.
The organization is independent of any political party and it
endorses political candidates, critiques current officials and advocates for pro-environmental legis1ation.
One of the main goals of the
League of Conservation Voters is
educating the public by evaluating
those who currently hold office.
The Wisconsin League of Conservation Voters releases a Conservation
Scorecard at the end of each legislative session.
The scorecard lists each member of the state assembly and senate
and evaluates the votes each public
official makes on certain bills .
A group of 20 conservation
organizations select which bills
should be scored. The selected pieces of legislation usually include energy, climate change, public land

and wildlife.
on the 2016 Dirty Dozen alongside
This scorecard is available on Donald Trump.
the Wisconsin League of ConservaBesides the Dirty Dozen, the nation Voters website. It makes each tional section of the league also enlegislator's votes public and avail- dorses political candidates deemed
able in an easy format.
to be more likely to enact pro-enviSeth Hoffmeister, the northeast ronmental legislation. Some of the
organizer for the League of Conser- endorsements include Russ Feinvation Voters Wisconsin Chapter, gold, Sarah Llyod and Hillary Clinsaid, "We put that out as a resource ton.
for voters to use, we lay it out in
Many have criticized the League
black and white."
· of Conservation Voters due to their
The average score for Wiscon- endorsement of Clinton during the
sin's Senate and Assembly is 44 out democratic primary over Senator
of 100. Only 35 representatives in Bernie Sanders.
Mitchell Sprangers, junior biWisconsin have a perfect score of
100; one of which is Representative ology major, said, "I was surprised
Katrina Shankland who is running when I saw the endorsement of
for re-election in the 71st district. Clinton over Bernie. Now I don't
She will be on the ballot for resi- entirely trust that the LCV has the
voters' best interest in mind."
dents of Stevens Point.
In addition to the conservation
Anyone who is familiar with
scorecard, the national sector of the politics knows that there are
League of Conservation Voters has tradeoffs when it comes to getting
a list called the Dirty Dozen which legislation enacted. Sprangers beselects twelve politicians who have lieves it may have been a political
a record of voting for bills that favor in order to gain support.
threaten the health of the environ"Maybe they just did it so Hilment.
lary would pass environmental regWisconsin Senator Ron John- ulation," Sprangers said.
The League of Conservation
son was the first person to be listed

Voters doesn't just critique politicians, the organization also sends
lobbyists to Washington D.C. to advocate for bills that have the environment in mind.
Hoffmeister said, "We try to
influence legislation when it comes
to conservation and be a political
voice for the environment."
On top of promoting legislation, The Wisconsin chapter of the
organization has a bill tracker on
their website. This bill tracker gives
a detailed explanation of bills that
create clean energy, preserve forests, farms, rivers and wildlife.
The League of Conservation
Voters is used as a tool for many
environmentalists like Sprangers when deciding whom to vote
for in elections. Many also use the
website resources as means to stay
aware of current legislation that
could impact the environment.
Although their basis for endorsements and evaluations have
been the source of controversy for
some, the organization upholds a
strong educational resource for voters to use during elections.
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We are Women, Hear Us Vote
OLIVIA DEVALK
REPORTER
olivia.c.devalk@uwsp.edu

The intense controversy
surrounding women in politics this election makes it
difficult to tell whether this
election is about degrading
women or empowering them.
Clinton's Ftistoric run for
candidacy is constantly underscored by Trump's comments that openly target marginalized groups.
Jennifer Collins, professor
of political science, said while
it may be easy to dismiss these

instances as empty words or
'locker room talk, they damage public discourse.
"The tone that is set by
our leaders makes a difference. I think it does matter
what leaders say, and what
we hear them say, and how
they say it because thc!t does
set the tone for the rest of the
country," Collins said.
Sparked in part by these
comments, this election has
brought issues which typically get overlooked into the
forefront of the public's attention.
Lauren Jenquin, senior

arts management major and keeps on going," Ciurro said.
executive coordinator at the
While this space for disWomen's Resource Center, cussion is positive, other dissaid one good thing this elec- cussion surrounding Clinton
tion has done is create a space may not be.
"A lot of people talk about
for people to discuss topics
like rape-culture and assault. what Hillary Clinton was
''I'm worried that after wearing or how she looked
someone gets into office these verses her policies," Jenquin
things are just going to be put said.
back on the wayside," JenWhile superficial evaluation of Clinton detracts atquin said.
Lyn Ciurro, senior com- tention from her policies, it is
munication sciences and dis- not atypical.
orders major and programMisty Pease, senior phiming liaison for the Women's losophy major and volunteer
Resource Center, is also wor- coordinator at the Women's
ried that these topics won't Resource Center, said, "Even
be as important post-election. though we do have women in
"I'm hoping the momen- politics now, they don't take
tum that's started during this them seriously."
and during the debates just

Presidential Candidates Camp.aign on Social Medi~
KATHRYN WISNIEWSKI
REPORTER
kathryn.e.wisniewski@uwsp.edu

As election day approaches,
politics permeate every area of
American life and media bombards the public more than ever
before.
Screens across the country
are alight with the images and
words of the two presidential
candidates: Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton and Republican nominee Donald Trump.
While election p9litics in the
past have been focused in newspapers and television newscasts,
the parties are reaching voters
on the media platforms they use
most: Facebook and Twitter.
Clinton's Face book page has
7.5 million likes, and 10 million
followers on Twitter. Trump's
Facebook page has accrued 11.7
million likes and again exceeds
Clinton with his 12. 7 million
Twitter followers.
Pew Research Center, a
non-partisan, non-profit research center located in Washington, D.C., published a study
on how the presidential candidates are using social media in
the 2016 election.
The report said that in January, 44 percent of adults in
the U.S. learned about the 2016
presidential election through
social media, which overruled
print newspapers. Additionally, 24 percent of adults in July
turned to social media posts to
learn about news and information regarding the election. This
mode of receiving information
was more popular than websites
and emails combined.
Bypassing mainstream media is not without its consequences. Candidates self-publishing their campaigns can lead
to alienation of news sources.
Leftist daily newspaper, The
New York Times, published a
tw o-page spread of "The 282

People, Places and Things Donald Trump Has Insulted on Twitter: A Complete List" in their
Oct. 23 issue. The list included
tweets since Trump declared his
candidacy for president in June
of 2015.
While social media allows
candidates to sidestep traditional media sources, their uncensored social media presence can
be used against them, both in
and out of context.
The two candidates differ in
the content they post on social
media. Clinton vies to post official campaign materials while
Trump tends to post links from
other news sources.
According to Pew Research
Center's study, of the 714 tweets
and 389 Facebook posts made
by Trump and Clinton from
May 11 to May 31, one fourth
of Clinton's posts were videos
compared to only one in ten of
Trump's.
A quick scroll through the
two candidate's Twitter feeds
reveals that Trump appears
more frequently in Clinton's
tweets than Clinton appears in
Trump's. From the two candidate's Twitter accounts from
Oct. 10 to Oct. 26, Clinton's
page had over 200 references to
the Republican candidate while
Trump's page had fewer than
150 references to his opponent.
While Trump is given the
bum rap for his heavy offense,
this may not be justified.
According to Illuminating
2016, a website supported by the
Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University and
the Center for Computational
and Data Sciences at Syracuse
University's School of Information Studies, Clinton's social
media presence may be guiltier
of posts of attack than Trump's.
From Sept. 1 to Oct. 26, 1485
of Clinton's Twitter and Facebook posts were classified as
either "attack" or "advocacy"
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Hillary Clinton
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advocate, FLOTUS. Senator, SecState,
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"We have never had a more qualified and
prepared candidate for president than our
friend Hillary." -@FLOTUS IWillVote.com

NewYork NY

Photo courtesy of Hillary Clinton's Twitter page.

posts. Of these, 64 percent were
deemed "attacks" by Illuminating 2016.
In contrast, only 51 percent
of Trump's posts, under the
same parameters, were classified as" attacks." These statistics
were taken from a much smaller sample, only 678 Twitter and
Facebook posts.
Though the two presidential
candidates, Clinton and Trump,
are using social media in different ways, they are both campaigning rigorously to reach
perspective voters directly on
today's popular media platforms.

Jennifer Stromer-Galley, a
professor in the School of Information Studies at Syracuse University, said that reading posts
from candidates themselves are
not the best way to determine .
who should lead the country.
Stromer-Galley said, "Our
democracy still needs journalists. Candidates, on their own,
tend to focus on their image and
character and provide a rosy
portrayal of their policy positions. But, that's not enough to
make a good decision for whom
to vote."
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The Pointer

NATHANIEL J. HAWLISH
SENIOR
ENGLISH MAJOR

From Syria: With Love
See them, walking over

Humans of Point
What Is important about
fine arts prognms and
why?

the mothers swaddled youth
bearing Cain's mark
just as you and I
and they say
"don't let them in"
but their book
sees Abraham's sacrifice
just as ours
taking it to the brink
and to them I will say,
just as Esau,
grab my heel
/'If pull you·

through the canal
and if you betray me

•

it is perhaps my birthright
through corruption; politics
from my Father's generation
pulling the sheep-skin
over my eyes
and to you, listen
to lessons
from their prophet like unto Moses

Breaking Bread - just as you and I
America opens her arms
Spread the Eagle feathers wide
And if not them
their children can help us change the world.

FOR RENT
ANCHOR APARTMENTS LLC

Most units
1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS.

Updated and remodeled
1-2 bedroom units with
immediate openings.
Now leasing 1-4 bedroom
units for 2017-18 summer, 9
month and year
leases. Many amenities.
Heat, parking and carpet
cleaning included with rent.
For more info or to
schedule a showing, call
715-341-4455 or email
anchorpartments@yahoo.com
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Album Review: How to Be a Human Being
NICOLE CONGDON
CONTRIBUTOR

Nicole.A.Congdon@uwsp.edu

Throughout the album "How
to be a Human Being," Glass Animals use unique sounds, outdoing
themselves in comparison with
their previous album "Zaba."
From the low electronic beats
to the sounds of high-pitched flute
tones, Glass Animals manipulate
and infuse the music in every song.
The album features electric guitar, bass and drums, but there are
also many overlays which sound
strange and out of this world, giving each song a fun vibe that will
have you tapping your foot.
The opening track, "Life itself,"
starts off with chimes, welcoming
y ou to the album. Immediately after the intro, the song grooves with
a heavy bass beat. The whole introduction to the song continues
to layer itself with strange sounds
including the raunchy twang of an
electric guitar.
When the lyrics come in, they
add to the weirdness of the song.
The protagonist's life is portrayed as falling to pieces. He
doesn't have anything and is living
with his mom, yet he still has big
dreams of being a star.
Another s<;mg off the album,

Photo courtesy of ind,eshuflle.com.

"Pork Soda" has a similar effect and imagining very different conwhen it starts off with the sounds cepts. Throughout the track, the
of a busy street before laying into . vocalists constantly repeat "Pinethe main beat.
apples are in my head," and this reWhen the vocals enter, they are mains consistent until the last line
low and ominous. Later on in the of the song.
song, the voices contrast, changing
One of the final songs on the althe sound of the track.
bum, "Poplar St.," starts off with a
The lyrics here match the simple bass guitar riff which is constrangeness of the song. The pro- stantly repeated as the main theme.
tagonist is wandering the streets Drums come in with a steady, sin-

gle beat before things start to get
interesting with the overlays again.
The whine of electric guitar joins
the chorus.
Throughout the track, more
electric sounds are slowly layered
in. The keyboard accompanies quiet high pitched whines that drop in
pitch as if they were thrown into a
pit.
The end of the song wraps up
with a very pretty ove·rlay of voice
which sounds almost like a choir
sustaining a chord and adding to
the atmosphere of the piece. A simple bass guitar riff repeats an out
of this world, high pitched noise,
making it seem alien.
Overall, this album goes at it
when it comes to the overlays and
electric sounds, making each song_
sound different. The lyrics match
the unique liquid rhythm causing
the Glass Animals to take you out
of this world. As a whole, this album has beautiful and relatable
songs. It should be noted that the
album doesn't use many overlay
sounds that usually distract from
the lyrics. The songs are simple,
to the point and straightforward
--something that's not seen often.

Of Life, Death and Calaveras: The Carlsten's Dfa de Los Muertos Celebration
KATHRYN WISNIEWSKI
REPORTER
kathryn .e.wisniewski@uwsp.edu

Marigolds, skeletons, pan de
muertos and altars: The Carlsten Art
Gallery captured Dia de los Muertos'
distinctive flavor and brought it to the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
community.
The gallery celebrated the culmination of the three-week Dia de los
Muertos exhibit just in time for the holiday.

dent times. It is not Halloween. It looks
like it, but it's not."
Carlsten Exhibit

What is Dia de los Muertos?

Dia de los Muertos, or Day of the
Dead, is a holiday celebrated in Mexico
and parts of the United States. It is a
two day festival on Nov. 1 and 2 to celebrate the memory of loved ones who
have passed away.
The traditions of the holiday stem
from ancient Aztec customs, in which
death was an integral subject. The festival was influenced by Catholic priests
from Spain, linking Dia de los Muertos
with All Souls' Day, the same holiday
from which Halloween derives.
It is traditionally believed that the
souls of lost loved ones were permitted
to travel to earth during the festival before returning to the land of the dead .
It is important to share Dia de los
Muertos with the community because
people are not educated about this,
said Ana Runnion, Spanish lecturer. "It
is a Mexican event that comes from an-

The Carlsten Art Gallery has hosted Dia de los Muertos exhibits for almost ten years.
"The event was so popular and engaged many students as well as community members that it was added to
the yearly gallery schedule," said Leigh
Wilcox, Carlsten Gallery director.
The art exhibit, which was on display from Oct. 10-30, featured a variety
of art inspired by Dia de los Muertos.
The altars, traditionally known
as "ofrendas," made in the home for
a specific family member who has
passed, were designed by the Latino
Student Alliance, Spanish Club and
the Carlsten Gallery Student Advisory
Committee.
The exhibit also displayed paintings created by UWSP art students,
murals and a sculpture.
Collaboration of The Department
of World Languages and Literature, the

Photos by Kathryn Wisniewski.

Department of Art & Design, Diversity
of College Access Office of Student Affairs, College of Fine Arts and Communication, the Carlsten Gallery Student
Advisory Committee, Latino Student
Alliance and Spanish Club made the
wide variety of exhibition pieces possible.
"We would not be able to host such
a rich and fun event without the support of these departments and student
groups," Wilcox said.
In the past, the exhibit has not
stayed in the Carlsten for quite as long
as this year. This year is the first year
the exhibition has been a three-week
event.
"In lengthening the exhibition, we
hope to reach a broader audience, both

on campus and in the community,"
Wilcox said. "By reaching more people,
we hope to educate visitors about the
event and highlight a beautiful celebration of lost loved ones."
Film Showing

The exhibition included a film
screening of "La Vida y los Muertos,"
translated as "Life and the Dead," a
2014 documentary about the annual
celebration of Dia de los Muertos in
Oaxaca, Mexico.
The SO-minute film showed video
footage of the different ways people
celebrate Dia de los Muertos in cities

continued on page 12
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again because it provides a rich
view
of celebrations of Day of the
and villages within the state of Oaxaca.
, Dead throughout the Oaxaca region
The documentary did not have. of Mexico," Wilcox said. "Viewers
the traditional voice-over narrating are given the opportunity to see the
•what was being displayed on screen. variations in celebrations across the
Instead, scenes were punctuated with region and visually engage in the
informational words on the screen beauty of the event."
written in both Spanish and English.'
Language was not the focus of Closing Reception
lhe film. Apart from the music used
The closing reception of the Carlthroughout the film, there were no
sten'
s Dia de los Muertos exhibit was
spoken words. The video focused on
held
on Saturday evening, Oct. 29.
the physical aspects of the festival
The gallery was open for viewand the emotion permeating Dia de
los Muertos that do not need words ing, but there was also face painting,
coloring, cookie decorating, a live
to express them.
The film described the celebra- mariachi band and food provided by
tion as "joyous yet respectful," de- El Ranchito.
Lindsay Lechner, junior elementailing the customs of the holiday
tary
education and Spanish major,
during which "the city becomes alive
attended the closing reception.
with the dead."
"I think it's really cool that they
Preparations begin Oct. 31 and
brought
together the art and the althe celebration begins on the first
ters
...
the
mariachi band here and the
day of November.
Nov. 1 is known as "el dia de authentic food as well, and the activlos angelitos," or "day of the little ities, just bringing all aspects of it toangels" where it is believed that the gether for this event," Lechner said.
The band, Mariachi Corcel de
pirits of young children return to
earth. Nov. 2 is dedicated to celebrat- Madison, performed traditional maing the lives of adult loved ones who riachi music in the Carlsten exhibit.
The musicians wore the quintessenhave passed away.
The film draws a strong parallel tial costumes of the musical genre
between life and the festival, both and added to the festive air of the
being a celebration, yet a markedly evening.
"I really like the mariachi band,"
fleeting one. "Love and death - there
Lechner
said. "With a lot of Dia de
is nothing stronger," read one meslos Muertos events, they don't have
~age in the film.
This is the second year the Carl- thi music part of it."
The reception captured the fessten has offered a screening of "La
tive
tone of Dia de los Mu ertos, a
Vida y los Muertos."
"We wanted to present this film tone of remembrance but also of celebration and liveliness.
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